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Current-induced metastable resistive states with memory in low-doped manganites
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The influence of dc current flow on the resistivity and phase transitions in low-doped La0.82Ca0.18MnO3

single crystals has been investigated. At low temperatures, where the resistivity strongly increases with de-
creasing temperature, dc current depresses resistivity in a way consistent with the domination of tunneling-
conduction mechanisms. Current flow exceeding some threshold currents results in resistivity switching and
metastability. Bipolar current sweep exceeding threshold currents in both positive and negative direction
creates low-resistivity states in the sample. The low-resistivity state converts into a very-low- and stable-
resistivity state under a stronger bipolar current sweep. Current-induced low-resistivity states are characterized
by long-term memory persisting even after storing the sample for a few days at room temperature. The memory
can be erased by ac current flow at high temperatures. The results are interpreted in terms of a spin-polarized
tunnel conduction mechanism, which modifies phase-separation conditions along the percolation path.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.224428 PACS number~s!: 75.25.1z, 71.27.1a, 71.30.1h, 75.50.2y
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I. INTRODUCTION

Remarkable magnetic and transport properties of mix
valence manganese perovskites of the formR12xAxMnO3,
whereR is a rare-earth ion andA is a divalent ion, continu-
ously attract attention of many research groups.1,2 The cen-
tral feature is a huge decrease in resistivity by application
the magnetic field, referred to as the colossal magnetore
tance~CMR! effect. Physical properties of CMR manganit
are very sensitive to external perturbations. Phase-trans
temperatures are modified by application of magnetic
electric fields, pressure, current bias, illumination with lig
or x rays. While magnetic field and pressure change glo
properties of a CMR sample, the influence of light, x ra
and current may not always result in a global bulk pha
transition. Local metal-insulator~MI ! phase transitions ma
lead instead to nucleation of filamentary metallic conduct
paths.3 The resulting phase separation~PS! together with the
percolation conductivity is an intrinsic feature of doped ma
ganites and it may even lie at the very core of the CM
phenomenon.

Spectacular manifestations of electric-field effects in p
ovskite manganites take the form of coloss
electroresistance4–7 effect and strong, orders of magnitud
high, current-induced abrupt resistivity jumps.5–7 The major-
ity of studies of electric-field effects in CMR manganit
were performed using charge-ordered samples involving
rent injection into highly conducting filamentary paths.4–8

The conductivity in such systems is strongly non-Ohmic a
as a rule increases with increasing current, eventually lea
to a collapse of the insulating charge-ordered state, insula
metal phase transition, and appearance of metallic-like c
ductivity in the ferromagnetic state.7 The metallic conductiv-
ity persists even after lowering of the applied bias; t
system exhibits the conductivity memory effect.8

Doped CMR manganites have been most intensively s
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ied in the optimum doping concentration range 0.2,x,0.5,
corresponding to the metallic ferromagnetic~FM! ground
state. The low-doping regime has been much less explo
Since the onset of the metallic conductivity occurs abov
certain critical concentrationxc , a subtle competition be
tween charge-carrier motion and magnetic spin and orb
moments in lightly doped manganites leads to intrinsic ph
separation associated with MI transition and, consequen
to the percolation conductivity.9 As confirmed by numerous
experiments the magnetic phase of La12xCaxMnO3 ~LCMO!
and La12xSrxMnO3 ~LSMO! in the low-doping regime,x
,xc , is indeed macroscopically inhomogeneous.10–12For Ca
concentration between 0.05 and 0.20, the phase-sepa
state in LCMO becomes a stable ground state at tempera
belowTc .10–12The size of PS domains range from 5 –20
to fractions of a micron.13 Since the ferromagnetic metalli
regions embedded in the antiferromagnetic insulating ma
are not directly connected, the low-doped LCMO constitu
an antiferromagnetic insulator at low temperatures. It follo
from the LCMO phase diagram that concentrationx50.18 of
Ca21 ions is very close to the doping level marking a bord
between inhomogenous antiferromagnetic and ferromagn
metallic ground states of the system.11 One expects, there
fore, that strong competition between different magnetic
teractions should enhance the influence of bias curren
transport and magnetic properties of LCMO withx50.18.

In this paper we report on experiments concerning
electrical-current influence on resistivity of low-dope
La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crystals. In particular, we demon
strate that the bipolar electric-current ramp develops vari
metastable low-resistive states. Some of the low-resisti
states are characterized by a long-term memory of their
sistivity, which survives even thermal cycling to room tem
peratures. The results point to a decisive role of the F
clusters and spin-polarized tunneling in the performance
conductive-percolation network across the sample.
©2001 The American Physical Society28-1
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II. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The experiments were performed with La0.82Ca0.18MnO3
single crystals grown by a floating-zone method, as
scribed elsewhere.14 As-grown crystals were cut into indi
vidual samples for resistive and magnetization meas
ments. Samples for the resistivity measurements w
prepared in the form of (83331.6)-mm3 bars, having the
longest dimension along the^110& crystalline direction. Cur-
rent and voltage leads were attached to the pre-evapor
silver contacts by a conducting silver-epoxy bound. Tra
port measurements of current-voltage characteristics (I -V)
and differential resistance (Rd5dV/dI) were performed at
zero applied magnetic field in a standard four-point arran
ment. The separation between the voltage contacts was
mm. We have used 5mA at 390 Hz low-frequency curren
modulation for the phase-sensitive lock-inRd measurements

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence ofRd of our
crystal during a slow cooling down to liquid-nitrogen tem
perature using different applied dc currentsI b . All Rd(T)
curves demonstrate a shallow bump aroundTs5225 K. At
temperatures belowTs , the characteristics reach a curren
dependent local resistivity maximum. The arrow in Fig. 1
placed at Curie temperatureTc518261 K, which was de-
termined by independent magnetization measuremen15

When there is no current flow in the sample the magneticTc
coincides closely withTmax. This allows one to associate th
local resistivity maximum with the ferromagnetic phase tra
sition. As shown in the inset to Fig. 1 the increasing curr
shifts Tmax to lower temperatures and increases the resis
ity seen atTmax. Below Tmax the resistivity initially de-
creases, reaches a shallow minimum at a current-depen
Tmin , Tmin5150 K at I b50, and further increases with de
creasing temperature.Tmin decreases with increasing curre
at a rate that is close to the rate at whichTmax decreases with
current, see inset to Fig. 1.

There is a slight thermal hysteresis between cooling
heating curves aroundTmin . The phase transition aroun

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the differential resistivity
La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crystal for various applied current bias
during the cooling run. Inset shows the dependence of the temp
tures of the local resistivity maximum and minimum on curre
bias.
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Tmax is likely of the second order and displays no hystere
Although the hysteresis aroundTmin is much smaller than
that seen in other CMR manganite systems, it confirms
lowest-temperature phase transition in CMR materials is
the first order while phase transitions at high temperatu
are of the second order.16

The experiments show that current significantly influenc
the resistivity only at temperatures belowTmax. For T
.Tmax, the current effect is very weak and allRd(T) curves
in Fig. 1 practically coincide at high temperatures. Within t
temperature rangeTmin,T,Tmax the resistivity slightly in-
creases with current. The most pronounced influence of
bias current onRd is observed well belowTmin , where the
resistivity strongly decreases with increasing current. T
sign of dRd /dI and its inversion at a temperature close
Tmin , together with the similarity of dTmin /dIb and
dTmax/dIb rates, suggests that the entire effect may be
to a simple Joule heating. The resistivity changes could
trivially attributed to a difference between the measured a
the actual temperature of the sample arising from a sign
cant heat dissipation due to the current flow. Before proce
ing further we want to address this issue and to demonst
that the heating mechanism cannot be responsible for
observed resistivity behavior.

There are several arguments that allow us to reject
heating scenario. First of all, the heating effect should
present at all temperatures and not appear only belowTmax.
Furthermore,Rd(T) curves recorded at variousI b are not
simply shifted along the temperature axis, as would be
pected for the heating effect, which increases with increas
current. The behavior of the local resistivity maximum,
decrease ofTmax and increase ofRd(Tmax) with current, is
also inconsistent with the heating scenario. Finally, the te
perature increase associated with the Joule heating shou
proportional to the dissipated power. The inset to Fig. 1 de
onstrates that this is clearly not the case. Moreover, an
parent rate discontinuity between 5 mA and 10 mA c
hardly be reconciled with the heating scenario.

Figure 2 shows the differential resistance as a function
current at several temperatures around and belowTc . At T

f

ra-
t

FIG. 2. Differential resistivity of La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crys-
tal in a pristine state as a function of current bias at different te
peratures.
8-2
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CURRENT-INDUCED METASTABLE RESISTIVE STATES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 224428
5186 K, slightly aboveTc , the resistance initially increase
with increasing current, but eventually at high currents p
nouncedly decreases with current. Symmetrically decrea
bell-shapedRd(I ) curves were recorded at all investigat
temperatures belowTmin , see, e.g., recordings forT
5120 K and 77 K. At temperatures close toTmin the dy-
namic resistance is almost current independent, seeRd(I ) at
160 K. The characteristics shown in Fig. 2 provide yet a
other argument against the simple-heating scenario. For
peratures aboveTc , where dRd /dT is negative, the Joule
heating should lead to a monotonic decrease of the resist
with increasing current~increasing dissipated power!. How-
ever, the predicted behavior is not observed in the exp
ment, see the 186-K recording. Decrease ofRd with increas-
ing current is observed only at temperatures well belowTc .

At low temperatures, where the resistivity is strongly c
rent dependent, polarization of the sample with dc bias
ceeding certain threshold values causes abrupt resist
jumps and creation of metastable low-resistivity states. Pr
erties and resistance of the metastable states depend
complex way on the bias history of the sample. In the f
lowing we provide a detailed description of the procedu
leading to low-resistivity metastable states. All metasta
states described in this paper have been created and inv
gated in the zero-field cooling and zero applied magn
field.

The smooth bell-shaped curve, labeled 77 K in Fig.
represents the pristine resistivity state of our crystal sinc
has been recorded after a slow cooling down of the sam
from room temperature to 77 K with zero bias current. T
pristine resistivity is fully reversible with respect to the cu
rent and temperature cycling, provided the applied curr
does not exceed certain threshold values, here roughly
responding to the current range at whichRd(I ) is plotted in
Fig. 2 (;610 mA). The evolution of the sample resistivit
due to application of specific current procedures is illustra
in Fig. 3. The current increase above the first threshold c
rent I th1 @about 12.5 mA in Fig. 3~a!# results in an abrup
jump of the resistivity and creation of the first metasta
resistivity state~MRS!. This MRS is characterized by th
appearance of quasiperiodic oscillations inRd(I ) character-
istics accompanied by a pronounced resistivity noise wit
strong (1/f )-like spectrum. Moreover, at a certain curre
range the MRS exhibits colossal random telegraph-resisti
fluctuations with bias-dependent lifetimes and telegra
signal amplitude approaching 10% of the total sam
resistance.17

Further evolution of the MRS depends in a remarka
way on the direction and the range of the current bias. In
record shown in Fig. 3~b! the current has been slowly de
creased from the maximum value reached in the prece
up-ramp illustrated in Fig. 3~a!. Note that despite the initia
hysteresis in the resistivity we actually return to an on
slightly distorted smooth bell-like curve, almost identic
with the characteristics of the pristine state, in particular
small currents. The resistance during a subsequent cu
ramp in the opposite~negative! direction follows the smooth
bell-like curve until a pronounced resistance jump appe
ance at2I th1, see Fig. 3~b!. At this instant we reverse agai
22442
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the direction of the current sweep and decrease the neg
current. The characteristic that follows, see Fig. 3~c!, is how-
ever markedly different from the previously observed be
shaped one, indicating that a bipolar current sweep exce
ing both the positive and the negative thresholds create
completely different resistivity state. As shown in Fig. 3~c!,
with decreasing current we pass through a strongly fluctu
ing regime, followed by an up-turn of the resistivity to th
levels exceeding the maximumRd seen in the previous re
cordings atI b50. Nevertheless, the most striking new fe
ture of this low-resistivity state~LRS! is a deep resistanc
well at low currents. The resistance at the bottom of the w
Rd(0) in the LRS is substantially smaller than the corr
sponding value in the pristine and MRS state. The wel
slightly asymmetric and a small zero-bias anomaly can
seen aroundI b50. We have verified that the asymmetry
the well and the zero-bias anomaly are associated with
symmetry of the preceding bidirectional current swee
When the maximum currents in the negative and posit
direction are exactly the same, the asymmetry of the well
zero-bias anomaly disappear.

LRS established at the negative threshold2I th1 converts
to the previously observed MRS state with distorted be
shaped characteristics under a current sweep in the opp
~positive! direction above the threshold1I th1, as illustrated
in Fig. 3~d!. The system returns back to LRS after a sub
quent negative-direction current sweep exceeding2I th1, as
shown in Fig. 3~e!. However, when one ramps the bias cu
rent within the limits imposed by the threshold curren
uI bu<I th1, then the state of the system remains unchang
Exceeding the threshold currents results in a huge resist

FIG. 3. ~a!–~f! The evolution of the differential resistance o
LCMO single crystal atT577 K with successive bias curren
ramps.~a! Initial ramp fromI 50 to currents above the first thresh
old current I th1. Note appearance of current-imposed resistiv
switching atI th1 and following peak structure at higher currents.~b!
Subsequent current ramp fromI .1I th1 to negative currentsu2I u
.u2I th1u and the return sweep toI .uI th1u, shown in~c!. Note the
formation of the VLRS in~c!. ~d! Subsequent, return current swee
from I .1I th1 to u2I u.u2I th1u. ~e! The following current ramp
from 2I th1 back to1I th1. ~f! TheRd(I ) characteristics after sweep
ing to high currents exceedingI th2, more than 30 mA.
8-3
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Y. YUZHELEVSKI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 224428
hysteresis in which resistivity evolves according to MRS b
havior for currents decreasing from1I th1 to 2I th1 and ac-
cording to LRS for the opposite direction of the current.
this sense, the threshold currents can be recognized a
limiting currents for the reversible hysteresis behavior.

What happens when the current is increased well bey
I th1? We have found that this results in a creation of
another low-resistivity state. As illustrated in Fig. 3~f!, by
sweeping the current in both directions above some hig
thresholds6I th2 close to630 mA we have reached a rela
tively stable and fully reproducible very-low-resistivity sta
~VLRS!. The form of theRd(I b) dependence in the VLRS i
similar to that observed in LRS, compare Fig. 3~f! with Figs.
3~c! and 3~e!. Nevertheless, the resistivity at zero current
much smaller than any previously recordedRd(0) and con-
stitutes only about 50% ofRd(0) from the pristine state. The
broad resistivity minimum atI b50 is accompanied by high
resistivity-side ‘‘wings’’ at whichRd significantly exceeds al
previously measured values.

The LRS and VLRS states exhibit memory effect in t
sense that the system returns to the previously establi
resistivity state after a repeated current cycling. The mem
of the VLRS is particularly strong, even with respect to t
temperature cycling. VLRS is completely restored after th
mal cycling aboveTc and is only slightly modified after
thermal cycling to room temperatures. Remarkably,
memory has not been fully erased even after maintaining
sample at room temperature for 48 h. Figure 4 shows
low-current part of theRd(I ) dependence recorded fo
freshly created VLRS together with VLRS restored af
maintaining the sample for two days at 300 K. The resto
low-resistivity state seems to be less stable, in particular,
currentsI .2 mA, however, the major features of the VLR
are still preserved. The VLRS memory can be fully erased
biasing the sample at temperatures aboveTc with a ‘‘depo-
larizing’’ ac current of an amplitude exceeding 1 mA. Aft
the memory removal, VLRS converts into the pristine res
tivity state.

The differences in the relative stability of various curre
induced resistivity states can be clearly seen in Fig. 5, d
onstrating Rd(T) characteristics as recorded during t

FIG. 4. Differential resistivity of La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crys-
tal at 77 K seen at small currents, immediately after the forma
of VLRS state@curve ~1!# and after the thermal cycling to room
temperatures@curve ~2!#.
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warm-up of different metastable states. The line marked~1!
represents the characteristics obtained with a sample in
pristine high-resistivity state. The curve labeled~2! was re-
corded immediately after bias enforcement of a VLRS at
K. Remarkably, the VLRS resistivity stays well below th
resistivity of the pristine state for all temperatures belowTs
5225 K. Above 225 K all characteristics almost coincid
and no difference in the resistivity will be seen at room te
peratures, despite the fact that the VLRS is memorized
the sample. The curve labeled~3! shows the resistivity dur-
ing a warm-up cycle of a sample that has been driven i
the VLRS state, warmed up to room temperatures,
cooled back to 77 K. Line~4! represents the warming-u
process of the MRS state. The as-created VLRS and the
tine state are stable and exhibit smooth evolution of resis
ity with increasing temperature. The restored VLRS a
MRS are unstable and exhibit several back-and-forth re
tance jumps between high and low resistivity. The high- a
low-resistivity levels roughly coincide with resistivity in th
pristine and freshly created VLRS. This is in a marked d
ference with the unidirectional resistivity jumps previous
reported in ~La12yPry)12xCaxMnO3 ~LPCMO! systems.8

Warming-up characteristics of all current-created states s
to converge aroundTmin and eventually fully coincide atT
.Ts .

III. DISCUSSION

A. Temperature dependence ofRd

The resistivity versus temperature curves show three c
acteristic temperatures at which the dependence mark
changes. The less significant change, in the form of a sha
bent, occurs atTs5225 K. A similar feature in low-doped
LSMO systems has been previously identified with the Ja
Teller ~JT! phase transition at which the high-temperatu
dynamic distortion becomes static resulting in establish
an orbital ordering.18 The next characteristic temperature
Tmax at which the local resistivity maximum appears. At ze
bias Tmax(I b)50 coincides with the Curie temperatureTc

n FIG. 5. Differential resistivity during the warm-up of a samp
with zero bias current in different resistivity states;~1! pristine state,
~2! freshly made VLRS,~3! VLRS after thermal cycling to room
temperatures,~4! MRS state. The inset shows expanded view of t
figure in the temperature range 80–110 K.
8-4
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CURRENT-INDUCED METASTABLE RESISTIVE STATES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 224428
determined by magnetization measurements, and can
therefore associated with the onset of the ferromagnetic
tallic conductivity. AboveTmax the transport is dominated b
the paramagnetic matrix, while belowTmax the conductivity
is dominated by the metallic ferromagnetic regions w
aligned spins. However, at our doping level the ferrom
netic metallic state is not the ground state at low tempe
tures, which results in a shallow local minimum at the th
characteristic temperatureTmin followed by a resistivity up-
turning with decreasing temperature. The resistivity up-t
is a common feature in low-doped LCMO and LSMO sy
tems. The temperature of the local minimumTmin is gener-
ally associated with a transition from the FM metallic state
the insulating FM phase with possible charge and/or orb
ordering.19

Manganites are extremely complicated systems and a
riety of changing physical mechanisms control their behav
as the temperature is varied. In order to analyze the exp
mentally observed temperature dependence of the resist
it is convenient to divide the entire investigated temperat
range into few subregions with different dominating condu
tion mechanisms. Following the temperature decrease
can distinguish a high-temperature paramagne
conductivity range atT.Tc , a metalliclike-percolation-
conductivity region atTmin,T,Tc , and a low-temperature
regime belowTmin(77–150 K).

Hopping conductivity is the dominant conduction mech
nism in the paramagnetic insulating state. Although sm
clusters of magnetic ions with aligned spins may exist in
paramagnetic state, nevertheless, the neighboring spins
only weakly correlated and metalliclike percolation condu
tivity is absent.1,2 Temperature dependence of the hopp
conductivity in CMR systems is modeled either as hopp
of small polarons or as Mott’s variable-range hoppi
~VRH!.1,2 The model of small polaron hopping predic
that20

RP~T!5R0Ta exp~Eg /kT!, ~1!

whereR0 is a temperature independent coefficient,Eg is the
activation energy, andk is the Boltzmann constant. Within a
alternative VRH model2

RP~T!5R0T expS T0

T D 1/4

. ~2!

Hopping in the VRH model is phonon assisted, therefore
prefactorR0 depends on the phonon density. The tempera
T0518/kN(EF)j2, whereN(EF) is the density of states a
the Fermi level andj is the localization length. Our exper
mental results can be reasonably well fitted to both formu
Since the VRH model gives us a slightly better fit, partic
larly at temperatures approachingTmax, we have adopted
Eq. ~2! to analyze the experiment. We want to emphas
here that the temperature range of the paramagnetic
investigated in the experiment is rather restricted and we
not really able to choose between the alternative models
the hopping transport.

As a first stage we have fitted the paramagnetic-ra
resistivity measured at zero current to the VRH law~2!. As
22442
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can be seen in Fig. 6 the fitting procedures result in t
distinct temperature ranges, from room temperature dow
240 K and 185–220 K, where the resistivity obeys the VR
law and a transition region atT'225–230 K within which
theR0 prefactor in Eq.~2! slightly changes. The characteris
tic temperatureT0'2.83107 K obtained from the fitting
procedures is compatible withT0 values reported for othe
doped manganite systems.2 A slight change inR0 at the tran-
sition temperatureTs is plausible with changes in the phono
spectrum induced by the structural JT phase transition.

The phase diagram of LCMO determined by neutro
scattering measurements on crystals with various Ca1 con-
centrations contains a structural transition within the pa
magnetic insulating phase from the high-temperat
pseudocubic to the low-temperature orthorombic structur21

Extrapolation of the experimental phase line into the lo
doping levels reveals that the temperature of the struct
transition at the doping level of our crystal,x50.18, may be
indeed close toTs5225 K. Recent independent investig
tion of La12xCaxMnO3 @with doping levels 0,x,0.15~Ref.
21! andx50.19~Ref. 22!# demonstrated that the temperatu
of the JT transition decreases with increasing Ca doping
for x50.19, occurs at'150 K. We conclude therefore, tha
the discussed feature on theRd(T) curve may indeed corre
spond to the structural phase transition of the Jahn-Te
type.

The above conclusion requires an additional commen
is apparent that JT ordering and metallic behavior are mu
ally exclusive. The resistivity at temperatures below the
transition should abruptly increase, as was observed
LCMO with x50.19.22 However, the resistivity of our
sample evolutes differently at temperatures belowTs . It was
suggested that JT splitting of Mn31 ions located close to the
Ca ions is smaller than splitting of Mn31 ions located around
La ions.23 Therefore, the energy needed to create a h
Mn31-to-Mn41 transition, in the vicinity of Ca ions is
smaller. Thus, the concentration of Mn41 cations around Ca
ions results in the appearance of locally conducting fer
magnetic clusters.24 In this scenario the long-range JT orde
ing transition and metalliclike conductivity atT,Tc appear
in phase-separated, spatially distinct regions of the samp

FIG. 6. Logarithm of the differential resistivityRd~T! as a func-
tion of 1/T0.25 in the paramagnetic-conductivity temperature ran
Open symbols: experimental points. Solid lines: apparent fit to
variable-hopping-range model, see the text.
8-5
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Y. YUZHELEVSKI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 224428
At temperatures close toTc the phase separation results
a coexistence of the insulating paramagnetic matrix and
tallic ferromagnetic domains. At temperatures belowTmax
the ferromagnetic domains form percolating conduct
paths. With decreasing temperature the strength of the pe
lation increases as the volume of the ferromagnetic ph
increases. We find that the percolation conductivity follo
the scaling law

Rm5Rm0S T* 2T

T*
D 2a

, ~3!

wherea is the critical exponent andT* is the temperature a
which the concentration of the ferromagnetic phase co
sponds to the percolation threshold.

The resistivity behavior around and belowTmax can be
well understood in the framework of recently propos
random-resistor percolation-network model, where a ph
separated CMR manganite sample is represented by a
fective resistanceRe f f corresponding to a parallel connectio
of Rm(T) andRP(T) resistances representing the ferroma
netic metallic and paramagnetic insulating pha
respectively.24 We assume thatRm increases with increasin
temperature according to Eq.~3!, while RP(T) decreases
with temperature according to Eq.~2!. The competition be-
tween the hopping conductivity in the paramagnetic ph
and metallic-percolation conductivity results in appeara
of the local resistivity maximum atTmax.

By fitting our data to the two-resistor model, using Eq.~2!
for RP with parameters obtained from the previous fitti
procedures forT.Tmax, we find that the critical exponen
a52.160.05 and does not depend on the current flow, wh
the T* at zero current is 19060.5 K and decreases wit
increasing current. Note that the critical exponent obtain
from fitting the data to Eq.~3! is very close toa52 pre-
dicted by the classical three-dimensional percolation the
for the conducting-phase-concentration scaling.25

As shown in Fig. 7 the two-resistor model reasona
describes the resistivity around the peak and in the perco
ing region. However, the two-resistor model has been or
nally proposed to describeR(T) of optimally doped manga
nites only.24 Low-doped manganites operating close to t
percolation threshold exhibit more complex behavior and
model has to be modified to account for the localRd mini-
mum atTmin and a subsequent resistivity up-turn with d
creasing temperature.1,2 The resistivity up-turn in LCMO at
low temperatures is generally ascribed to reentrance o
insulating phase at low temperatures.19,22Nevertheless, in the
existing literature there is no consensus about the poss
low-temperature phase transition to the insulating state
the doping range of our samples.1,2,22

A hint for searching the mechanism responsible for
resistivity up-turn at low temperatures is given by nonline
I -V curves at low temperatures. At temperatures belowTmin
the pristineRd(I ) characteristics becomes bell shaped a
symmetric, see Fig. 2. The resistivity dependence on elec
field in similar perovskite superconducting cuprates has b
explained on the basis of the charge-transfer effects. Here
nonlinear data do not support the charge-transfer mecha
22442
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but rather suggest the domination of the tunnel-conductiv
mechanism belowTmin . Although the absolute proof of the
tunnel conductivity cannot be provided, we notice that t
voltage dependence ofRd(V) can be well fitted to the qua
dratic dependence, as predicted by the direct-tunn
conductivity model,26 or with even better accuracy to th
Glasman and Matveev~GM! model of an indirect
tunneling.27 Similar nonlinearR(V) dependencies have bee
observed in the magnetic multilayer systems containing
plicit tunnel junctions between Sr- and La-dope
manganites28 and in La2/3Ca1/3O3 films below Curie
temperature29 where conduction is dominated by the mes
scopic tunneling. The resistivity up-turn belowTmin may be,
therefore, attributed to the increasing contribution of the tu
neling mechanism to the total conductivity with decreas
temperature.

With decreasing temperature the conducting percola
path becomes more and more interrupted by tunnel-t
weak links. Simple modification to the two-resistor netwo
model may account for the resistivity up-turn at low tem
peratures. When the percolation becomes more and more
ficult the resistor representing a percolating path has to
replaced by a serial connection of two resistors represen
metallic conductivity Rm and tunneling conductivityRT ,
which is much higher thanRm and decreases in a nonline
way with increasing current.

Preliminary magneto-optic measurements~MO! of our
crystals revealed the existence of a network of twinning
fects, similar to those observed in LCMO crystals prepa
by the same technique and with almost the same doping l
x50.19.22 The regular MO pattern of domains with opposi
direction of magnetization appears in MO images atT
;Tmax and becomes sharper and more pronounced at t
peratures belowTmin . Twinning defects and phase separ
tion provide the reproducibility of the experimental data
the intrinsic tunneling weak links are prone to be localized

FIG. 7. General temperature behavior of the differential resis
ity of Rd(T) of La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crystal in the framework o
the three-resistor model shown schematically in the figure. O
symbol, experimental points; solid line, fit to the proposed thr
resistor model; dashed line,RP activated VRH conductivity in the
paramagnetic range; dotted line, metallic-percolation conducti
obeying the critical scaling law; dash-dot line, tunnel conductiv
that dominates at low temperatures.
8-6
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CURRENT-INDUCED METASTABLE RESISTIVE STATES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 224428
such defects.30 It is well known that in low-carrier-density
manganites, band-bending effects in the vicinity of twin d
fects and grain boundaries result in depletion layers that
as localized insulating tunnel barriers.30 As a consequence o
the need to accommodate the lattice mismatch, tunnel b
ers associated with twin-defect grain boundaries in pero
kites are characterized by the high density of localized de
states. This will be even more pronounced in low-dop
manganites systems where, as revealed by our MO inv
gations, magnetic domain walls appear at the twin defe
The band bending depends on the difference in magne
tion between adjacent domains. Consistently with the
servedRd(T) dependencies, the band-bending effects on
at T5Tmax and became significant atT;Tmin and below.30

With decreasing temperature, the influence of the locali
states becomes more pronounced. To describe properti
such barriers we refer to the~GM! model of an indirect
tunneling.27 The GM model has been recently successfu
employed to describe the resistivity in bulk ceram
La0.7Sr0.3Mn12yFeyO3 ~Ref. 31! and in thin-film polycrystal-
line LCMO ~Ref. 32! manganite systems, where tunnel co
ductivity appears in intergrain junctions. In our single-crys
case, the intrinsic tunnel junctions interrupting metallic p
colation paths are spontaneously created at low tempera
most likely due to the band bending at twin grain boundar

In the GM model, temperature and voltage dependen
of the tunnel conductance are expressed as multistep tun
ing via n localized states

G~V!5G01 (
n51

`

Gn~V,T!, ~4!

where conductance G0 represents the temperatur
independent elastic-tunneling term whileGn describe tunnel-
ing throughn>1 localized states,

Gn~V!5anVn22/(n11) for eV@kT, ~5!

Gn~T!5bnTn22/(n11) for eV!kT, ~6!

where coefficientsan andbn are exponential functions of th
barrier thickness. ForRd(I ) curves presented in Fig. 2 th
condition eV@kT is fulfilled and we were able to fit the
experimentalRd(V) dependence to the GM model with on
n52 localized states.

1/RT~V!5a01a11a2V4/31a3V5/21•••. ~7!

In the dynamic resistivity measurements atI b50 the condi-
tion eV!kT is fulfilled and

1/RT~T!5G01G11b2T4/31b3T5/21•••. ~8!

It has to be underlined at this point that we could equa
well fit our experimentalRT(T) to the equation describing
the tunneling process with magnon emission or absorp
by the tunneling electrons,33

RT5R0T expS E

kTD . ~9!
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Unfortunately, as in the case of the alternative models for
paramagnetic-regime resistivity, on the basis of curren
available experimental data we are unable to really cho
between the GM and the magnon-assisted tunneling mo

The behavior of resistivity of La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single
crystal in the entire temperature range of the experiment
be thus described by extending the random-resistor netw
model to a set of three resistancesRP , Rm , and RT . The
equivalent three-resistor circuit, together with the measu
and modeledRd(T) characteristics forI b50 is shown in Fig.
7. At T.Tc the resistivity is governed by a hopping mech
nism, RP!Rm and RT50. Around the local maximumRP
'Rm , while RT50 ~no effective tunnel junctions exist yet!.
The parallel connection ofRP andRm results therefore in a
local Rd maximum. It should be noted that the experime
tally observed increase of the resistivity value atTmax with
increasing current follows directly from the characterist
shown in Fig. 7. At low temperaturesRP diverges and the
competition betweenRm andRT results in the appearance o
the local minimum and resistivity up-turn at low temper
tures.

B. Bias current influence onRd„T…

The current/electric-field influence onRd(T) is markedly
different from the well-known effects of the application o
the hydrostatic pressure or magnetic field.1,2 In the vicinity of
Tmax the applied pressure and magnetic field strongly red
the resistivity and shiftTmax to higher temperatures due t
suppression of spin scattering of carriers.Tmin in the low-
doped regime, as was shown for LSMO systems, increa
with increasing pressure and magnetic field.18 In our case,
however, bothTmin and Tmax decrease with increasing cu
rent. In general, we notice that current starts to influence
resistivity at temperatures belowTs . Possible electric-field
perturbation on JT distortion, which may produce elect
elastic effects influencing the conductivity in the parama
netic phase, is practically negligible. At the same time
effects of perturbation of the oxygen octahedra by high pr
sure or a magnetic field result not only in an increase ofTmax
but also in a noticeable resistivity decrease in the temp
ture range betweenTs andTmax.15 In general, the magnetic
field interacts with the spin in the system and the elec
field interacts with the induced polarization. Therefore, it
not surprising that the effects of such fundamentally differ
in nature interactions are different.

The electric field, or current, in general induces disord
that affect the insulating matrix and the ferromagnetic d
mains in different ways. Current-induced disorder preve
formation of a ferromagnetic phase atTmax and thus extends
the paramagnetic phase range towards lower temperat
This effect is due to the fact that the self-field of the curre
is directed in different directions at the positions of magne
Mn ions surrounding the current path. Indeed, our analy
performed in the framework of the proposed three-resis
model shows that with increasing current, the parameter
Eq. ~2! and the critical exponenta in Eq. ~3! do not change,
while the threshold temperatureT* decreases with increas
ing current.
8-7
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At low temperatures, current-induced disorder melts
charge-ordered insulating phase and enhances the ran
the ferromagnetic metallic phase.5,7,8 Alternatively, in the
tunnel scenario, current flow imposes dc voltage bias on
intrinsic tunnel junctions and thus reduces the tunnel cond
tivity leading to an effective reduction ofTmin . The direction
of the shift of the characteristic temperaturesTmin andTmax
depends on the properties of the CMR system. In LPCM
and LSMO systems, the charge-order transition tempera
Tco associated withTmin is higher then the ferromagnetic
transition temperatureTc associated withTmax. In LPCMO
and LSMO systems, current-induced melting of the char
ordered state results in an effective increase ofTmax accom-
panied by a resistivity decrease at the transition point.
LCMO Tc is higher than the temperature of the insulatin
phase onset and, therefore current-induced melting of
insulating phase causes a decrease inTmin with a simulta-
neous increase of the resistivity for temperatures betw
Tmin andTmax, as observed in our experiments. At the sa
time, the current-induced disorder prevents formation of
ferromagnetic phase close toTmax, which results in decreas
of Tmax with increasing current, accompanied by the res
tivity increase. The electric-field effect is opposite to t
magnetic field and pressure effect, which enhance the
ordering and formation of the magnetically ordered phas

C. Resistivity switching and metastable states

The most intriguing results of our experiments are tran
tions to the low-resistivity metastable states and the fact
such transition requires a bipolar current sweep; dc cur
ramp in one direction only is not sufficient. Although we d
not have a complete understanding of the underlying ph
cal mechanism we may think about several plausible s
narios leading to the switching to metastable states w
memory.

Current-induced instabilities and resistivity jumps o
served in our experiments closely resemble effects assoc
with current-induced resistivity switching in artificial mag
netic multilayers.34 In such systems current-induced resist
ity jumps result from spin-polarized current-induced switc
ing of magnetic moments between parallel and antipara
orientations, the latter having a higher resistance than
former one.34–36MO images of our sample show that regio
adjacent to the twin-defect tunnel junction have, in gene
an opposite magnetic polarization. These magnetically
dered regions may act as ferromagnetic electrodes in a s
polarized tunneling arrangement in which the tunnel bar
plays the role of a spacer. The electrons moving between
magnetic metallic domain separated by a nonmagnetic sp
become spin polarized by the local moment of the first
main. These electrons tends to align the magnetic mome
the second domain to the direction parallel to their own s
polarization.34–41The switching of the magnetic moment o
curs at sufficiently high intensity of spin-polarized curre
exceeding some threshold current.

Recently, current-induced switching of magnetic mome
and resistivity jumps have been also observed in artifi
manganite trilayers.36,37 Evidently, our experimentally ob
22442
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served picture is more complex and contains considera
more jumps and switches than observed in simple artifi
structures.34,36,37 It is easy to imagine that the percolatin
filament contains not just one but several active tunnel ju
tions, and that the global percolation path is constituted
several parallel and/or braiding filaments.

To switch the polarization of the magnetization by mea
of the spin-polarized current, the current density has to
ceed a critical valuej c . In artificial Co-based spin-transfe
systems the experimentally determined critical current d
sities are very high.34 The threshold current in the spin
transfer model is proportional to the anisotropy constantK.38

Anisotropy constant of cobalt,K51.53105 J/m3, provides
critical current densities of the order of 106–107 A/cm2, in
good agreement with the experiments.34 The magnetic an-
isotropy in our crystal is about two orders of magnitu
smaller and the effects of current-induced switching can
obtained at sufficient lower current densities. Assuming t
the PS ferromagnetic domains have the size of the order
fraction of a micrometer we may evaluate the size of a ty
cal weak link in the percolation path to be below 0.1mm.
This makes the switching plausible since the required cur
densities fall to a reasonably low current level of the order
10 mA, similar to the threshold current observed in the e
periments.

The simple application of a spin-transfer model does
explain many features of the metastable states, and in
ticular, cannot account for a subsequent transition into VL
at currents exceeding the second threshold. As already m
tioned, in the metastable resistivity states we have obse
several random telegraph switchings of resistivity with bia
dependent amplitudes and lifetimes. As shown by our fi
analysis it is not the current but the voltage that determi
the dynamics of the switching phenomena. This feat
guided us to the conclusion that the nature of the telegr
switching is of the electric rather than magnetic origin17

Extending this scenario we may associate resistivity swit
ing with opening of additional channels for the spi
polarized tunneling with increasing voltage bias across
tunnel junction. These additional channels may simply refl
the structure of the real density of states~DOS! in the tunnel
electrodes. CMR manganites are known to be character
by almost 100% spin polarization and the majority and m
nority electron bands are separated by an energy gap o
order of 0.7–1.5 eV.40,42 It is well known that the tunnel
conductivity dI/dV51/Rd is proportional to the density-of
states function. The major features in the DOS for a LCM
system determined by means of photospectroscopy co
spond to the voltage positions of major peaks and valley
the Rd dependence.

D. Memory effects

The memory effect observed in our experiments are p
tially similar to the memory effect observed in charg
ordered Nd0.5SR0.5MnO3 single crystals and LPCMO thin
films, where the applied electric field/current melts charg
ordered clusters, establishes a percolative conductive p
and thus dramatically decreases the resistivity.8,43 The low-
8-8
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CURRENT-INDUCED METASTABLE RESISTIVE STATES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 224428
resistivity state reverts to the initial high-resistivity state on
after being kept for a few days at room temperature.43

The persistence of the low-resistivity state in our samp
after thermal cycling to room temperatures indicates that
memory must be associated with some structural change
the crystalline structure. The depletion layers at grain bou
aries are very thin, of the order of 1 nm,30 therefore, at the
bias level employed in the experiment we reach extrem
high values of the electric fields in the tunnel barrier. Ma
ganites are strongly inhomogeneous compounds and
electric field acting in the space between two neighbor
metallic domains may produce a transformation in the cry
lattice. Since a sufficient electrical field can change the cr
tal and local symmetry of the ions and strongly influence
electronic state of Jahn-Teller centers, substantial magn
electric effects can also be expected.44 The stress imposed
from the surrounding bulk may prevent the local cluster fro
fast relaxation to the initial state. As a result, the VLRS
robust and persists even after thermal cycling to room te
peratures. As pointed out by Uehara and Cheong the en
barrier separating structurally phase-separated state
LCMO is of the order of 450 K, which may lead to th
above-described memory effects.16

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated the temperature
havior of the dynamic resistivity of a low-dope
La0.82Ca0.18MnO3 single crystal polarized with different cur
rents. The experiments have revealed that the dc current
enforce pronounced resistivity jumps and create vari
metastable low-resistivity states in the investigated syst
even in the absence of applied magnetic field. To crea
metastable resistivity state a specific procedure of a bip
current ramp, exceeding some threshold current is requi
There are at least two threshold currents in the investiga
systems; exceeding the higher one results in the creation
relatively stable very-low-resistivity state with memory th
persists even after thermal cycling to room temperatures

Detailed analysis of the temperature dependence of
resistivity suggests that at high temperatures, where
LCMO sample is in the paramagnetic state the domin
conduction mechanism is the variable-range hopping of
larons. A possibility of a structural Jahn-Teller transitio
within the paramagnetic temperature range and its influe
on the transport properties has been examined. At temp
tures close to MI ~metal-insulator! transition, metallic-
percolation conductivity through phase-separated ferrom
netic domains starts to compete with the polaron-hopp
conductivity. The metallic-percolation conductivity obeys t
22442
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scaling law. With lowering temperature the percolation b
comes hindered by appearance of intrinsic tunnel junctio
associated with structural twin defects in the crystal. T
tunnel conductivity follows predictions of the indirec
resonant-tunneling model withn52 inelastic channels, as
well as the model of magnon-assisted tunneling. At this st
of the experiments we were unable to choose between
alternative tunneling models.

The temperature behavior of the resistivity of low-dop
LCMO has been successfully described in the framework
a three-resistor model developed as an extension of the
isting random two-resistor network. The equivalent resist
ity in our model is presented as a parallel-serial connect
of three resistors representing hopping, metallic, and tun
conductivity.

The influence of current on the temperature depende
of the resistivity manifests itself in shifts of the local resi
tivity maximum and minimum, as well as in changes of t
resistivity measured at these characteristic points. The
served behavior is consistent with the predictions of the p
posed three-resistor model.

The peculiar behavior of current-induced metastable re
tivity states can be tentatively understood in the framew
of spin-polarized transfer theory. Spin-polarized current flo
across intrinsic twin-boundary tunnel junctions separat
neighboring ferromagnetic domains with opposite orientat
of magnetic moments may lead to current-enforced swit
ing of the domain arrangement into a magnetic-moment c
figuration with much lower resistivity. The presence of pea
and valleys in the resistivity vs bias characteristics has b
tentatively interpreted as a manifestation of the density-
states structure in the ferromagnetic electrodes, available
given voltage bias across the junction for the tunneling
spin-polarized electrons. Although we do not have a co
plete picture of the physics involved in the creation and p
formance of the metastable resistivity states we hope that
experiments will provide a stimulus for more theoretical a
experimental work that will shed light on this fascinatin
phenomenon.
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